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We Live Too – at a Distance (lyrics) 

 

 

Intro: What’s the word for today 

 

Singer: ooooh…we live too, at a distance ( 2 times) 

 

 

Verse 1:  

  

 Inextricable no tricks had to fix the negativity 

 Perplexed by the checks make a list 

 Friends invest respects more diversity not accuser excuses 

 Industry meet God’s fist 

 

 Settin’ the truth loose testimonious proofs we choose 

 To remember we hit bottom only up teeth tooth (  ) 

 A project in the air what’s fair reduce the hater’s stare 

 It’s about truth it comes to light set it loose 

 

 Death or lighten up while rap stars gloss the message 

 For money is everything cleaning up the recent wreckage 

 For years now we still care address the have nots and 

 Be grateful fame is temporary be living with the presence 

 

 They succeed while B sleeps all cash while we creep 

 Silently from within wise up n still leap 

 Redeem the spirit to the gills with Gilla 

 9-5 too much death tumultuous grimaces 

 Face the music or lose it peeps 

 

 

Hook : Ooooh, We live too….at a distance (2 times) 

 “we’ll probably hear bout’ that on the radio later, 

 Seems to be more about reactions than solutions” 
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Verse 2:  

 

 Surrounded by poets all 4 one plurbus unum one out of many 

 Shiny pennies school or not God’s children 

 Bet 4 on the 3 feel better first peace to 22’s  

 They rap bout’ the snooze detach and keep buildin’ 

  

 The truth will surface Google it it’s biblical why bother us 

 If it ain’t addressing the issue maybe on tv 

 They still followers 

 Ask the O.G.’s we left one hangin’ but that’s our opinion who’s winnin’ 

 God will that’s the end all cash and no B bother us 

 

 Wake him up right now we don’t do that to ours 

 Hiding around denial shrouds disguised as evil sours 

 Divine powers through the words we tried too much 

 Without knowledge come cleans express God powers  

 

 No apologies feel this breeze not too over caught on the spokes please 

 But we say that kind of stuff like Killah Bees 

 Bout’ the game have salt in yourselves motivates what it means 

 The guys flash the cash becuz their hated on 

 So catch a breeze 

 

 

Hook: ooooh, we live too, at a distance (2 times) 

 

what’s today’s word 

 

 

 

 

Much love guys…just getting’ it off the chest…peace…. 

  


